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On 28 June, a high-level ceremony was organized for the signature of 

three new agreements between IOM and the Council of Europe 

Development Bank (CEB), with new commitments to support 

people on the move in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) and North 

Macedonia. In BiH, CEB will contribute to the construction of the 

new Temporary Reception Centre (TRC) Lipa in Bihac, in the Una-

Sana Canton, and also help cover for food and non-food items (NFI).   

On 30 June, the closure of TRC Sedra was formalized with the 

transfer of the migrants and asylum-seekers who were still 

accommodated in Sedra to TRC Borići. The transfer of IOM assets is 

underway, with 18 containers (13 accommodation units and 5 

sanitary containers) to be transferred to the Lipa reception centre.  

On 1 July, IOM’s Chief of Mission participated in a ceremony 

organized in relation to Pope Francis' support for migrants and 

asylum-seekers moving along the Western Balkan route through 

(BiH). Through the Apostolic Nunciature of Sarajevo, Pope Francis 

and the Diocesan Caritas of Banja Luka, Caritas Ambrosiana and 

Istituto Pace Sviluppo Innovazione Acli (ISPIA) contributed to the 

construction of two multipurpose halls and dining rooms for families 

and minors in the new Lipa centre, which is currently under 

construction.  

 

3,389 migrants and asylum 
seekers assisted with 
accommodation in the official 
reception facilities 
 

2,173 beds available in the 
reception facilities 
 
2,589 migrants and asylum 
seekers outside of centres*  
 
5 Temporary Reception 
Centres fully operational 
 
1,110 Assisted Voluntary 
Returns since 2018, of which 
110 in 2021 
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Sewing workshop with migrants in TRC Usivak © IOM 2021 
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j SHELTER AND NON-FOOD ITEMS (NFI) 

From 26 June to 2 July, IOM continued the relocation of 

accommodation containers from TRC Bira to Lipa to be placed on 

the completed plateaus. To date, 91 containers have been relocated. 

Furthermore, two sanitary containers with three toilets and two 

showers each were donated by the Evangelical Relief Agency (ERA) 

(for the new Lipa centre. On 25 June, Télécoms Sans Frontières 

(TSF) conducted an initial assessment visit at the Lipa site and met 

with representatives from the Ministry of Security (MoS) and IOM to 

discuss the provision of Internet infrastructure and services for both 

Provisional Camp (PC) and TRC Lipa.  

In TRC Sedra, all the beds and mattresses in good conditions were 

disassembled and stored until their transfer. In light of the centre’s 

closure, IOM also continued to clean the vicinity by removing visibility 

materials, fences, etc.  

In TRC Ušivak,, the external contractor started working on the 

installation of the fence in the isolation area.  

In TRC Blažuj, painting work continued, including on walls/spaces 

damaged by humidity. The newly built canopies were placed in front 

of the IOM and DRC building where queues are mostly frequent, 

and benches were placed under the canopies.  

Lastly, IOM celebrated the opening of two sewing corners in TRCs 

Ušivak and Blažuj, where migrants will have access to professional 

tools, training, and coaching by technical staff. Concurrently, the new 

Mother and Baby water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) Unit in 

TRC Ušivak, which will increase hygiene promotion and provide a 

safe space for parents with children under 13, has started a trial 

period. 

# of NFIs distributed: 10,429  

# of people assisted with NFIs: 885 

a CAMP COORDINATION AND CAMP 

MANAGEMENT (CCCM)  

In TRC Sedra, IOM coordinated with partners in preparation for the 

site closure on 30 June, as previously announced by the MoS and the 

Services for Foreigners’ Affairs (SFA).  

In TRC Blažuj, community representatives took part in the CCCM 

meeting, during which IOM presented the new services offered in 

the centre, including the sewing corner which is now open three 

days a week. Community representatives will spread the news of its 

opening to the rest of the population residing in the centre.  

In TRC Ušivak, IOM organized several activities for migrants residing 

in the centre. For instance, on 26 June, a group of children 

accompanied by their parents and IOM’s cultural mediator 

participated together with children of BiH, in a music workshop 

organized by the War Childhood Museum and Musicians Without 

Borders at the BiH National Gallery in Sarajevo. Moreover, as part of 

the new IOM sewing corner, a silk dyeing and botanical printing 

workshop was created, where IOM staff designed and implemented 

activities, involving women and their children. Through creativity, 

sustainability, and an appreciation of nature, naturally dyed silk 

scarves were made for each participant to keep. As a result of the 

workshop a brand called "Made in BiH by people on the move" was 

developed. 

k WATER, SANITATION, AND HYGIENE (WASH)  

In TRC Ušivak, the new Mother and Baby WASH Unit was launched 

in its pilot phase. It is a common space designed to be used by 

families with children up to 13 years, where parents and children can 

take care of their hygiene, but also rest and do recreational activities 

in a safe and suitable environment. It consists of a fully equipped 

laundry room, an area for personal hygiene, with sanitary facilities 

also suitable for those with disabilities, and a lounge area with sofas 

and television. The unit's working hours are Monday to Friday from 

9:00 to 17:00. 
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Containers transportation to TRC Lipa © IOM 2021 

Outreach activities in Una-Sana Canton © IOM 2021 



IOM ACTIVITIES ARE SUPPORTED BY : 

3 

h FOOD AND NUTRITION  

In line with the closure of TRC Sedra , the Red Cross and IOM held 

several meetings during the reporting period to plan for the transfer 

of remaining food items from the TRC to TRCs Miral and Borići.  

# of meals distributed: 34,012  

OUTREACH ACTIVITIES 

IOM/Red Cross outreach teams continued to provide food and NFI 

packages daily, including personal protective equipment, to migrants 

residing in informal accommodation in the Una Sana Canton. 

Migrants assisted outside of the TRCs were primarily from Pakistan, 

Afghanistan followed by India and Bangladesh. 

IOM/Red Cross outreach team identified a large group of migrants 

involved in a non-violent pushback, which was reported by the 

Drvar police in Canton 10, with a total of 54 migrants, most of 

them being single adult men from Pakistan and India. All migrants 

were provided with food assistance and NFIs, and accepted to be 

accommodated. However, the SFA informed IOM that only 18 

spaces were available in PC Lipa.  UNHCR and the Danish Refugee 

Council (DRC), were informed accordingly for further specialized 

assistance within their mandates.  
 

# of food packages distributed: 886 

# of hygiene items and NFIs distributed: 1,297 

r SAFETY AND SECURITY  

To contribute to safety and security of migrants residing in the 

centres, IOM continued reinforcing and strengthening fences around 

TRCs to limit unauthorized entries of persons who are not 

registered or medically screened.  

ASSISTED VOLUNTARY RETURN AND REINTEGRATION 

(AVRR) 

IOM’s AVRR teams are active in all TRCs, including PC Lipa, to 

promote migrants’ rights and provide information and counselling to 

migrants interested in returning to their countries of origin (CoO). 

Furthermore, on 29 June, IOM and UNHCR met to discuss the set-

up of joint activities with mixed teams to communicate on the 

options available in BiH for migrants and asylum seekers residing 

outside reception centres. 

During the reporting period, 335 migrants were reached by the IOM 

AVRR team (30 in centres and 305 outside centres), and a total of 

142 in-depth counselling sessions were held.  

Four migrants returned to their country of origin (3 to Pakistan and 

1 to Afghanistan), bringing the total number of persons returning in 

2021 to 110. 

In the short term, additional funding is required to procure food and 

NFIs, and to cover construction and running costs for the new TRC 

Lipa. The improvement of the sanitary conditions for those sleeping 

outside is also a pressing concern.  

In the medium to long term, some of the key gaps to address 

pertain to the capacities of authorities in the areas of screening 

migrants to identify specific vulnerabilities, managing shelter and 

accommodation, identifying durable solutions for migrants, and 

upholding the rights of migrants in their daily operations. For this 

reason, capacity-building activities remain a priority, to progress 

towards the overarching goal of ensuring state ownership of the 

emergency response in BiH. Among other things, improvements are 

needed to systemize data collection on migrants outside of formal 

reception centres, and collect additional information on migrants’ 

needs and vulnerabilities.  
Departure of AVRR beneficiaries to Pakistan © IOM 2021 
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MAIN GAPS  

Music workshop for TRC Usivak children at the BiH National gallery in Sarajevo 
© IOM 2021 


